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Beyond Autonomy: Political Dimensions of Modernist Novels


This chapter will explore the power and the limits of the notion of “autonomy” within early twentieth-century fiction, and reflect on what might lie “beyond autonomy”, focussing particularly on aesthetic modernism’s engagement with feminism, in particular with the “marriage question’ and with the suffrage movement. It will begin by discussing the possible meanings of “autonomy” within the domains of art and of politics. It will then explore a range of novels that focus on the psychological and social meanings of marriage in the early-twentieth century, considering in particular their narrative representation of the married woman. Finally it will examine the ways in which questions of women’s “representation” preoccupied suffrage activists as well as novelists in this period, looking at novels that read the subjectivity of the central characters through their involvement in the suffrage movement and considering the meaning of “autonomy” within these texts.

The meaning of “autonomy”:
 “Autonomy” is a powerfully resonant concept in a variety of different contexts.  Within aesthetic theory it has often been understood to refer to a quality specific to art, namely its capacity to create meanings through its formal properties, and to generate ways of experiencing the world that are quite distinct from other forms of social experience.  Within this conception of artistic autonomy both creating and judging artistic texts are seen to require a sensibility and an imagination quite separate from other forms of knowledge or of social practice. Within modernism, and also within critical responses to modernism, this impulse to see the artistic experience as separate from, and potentially superior to, other ways of experiencing the world became particularly focussed on the material and formal properties of the art object, and develops into a kind of formalism. Influential texts such as A. C. Bradley’s Oxford Lectures on Poetry (1909), or Clive Bell’s Art (1919) exemplify this sort of modernist emphasis on the formal autonomy of the artwork.  Critical discussion of modernist literary texts has indeed been powerfully shaped by this notion of aesthetic autonomy, which continues to be important for many modernist critics today.​[1]​
	This fascination with “autonomy” as the defining nature of artistic objects and aesthetic experience has, however, been contested by many critics who see it as denying to art its proper status as a form of historical and social experience. Perhaps the most polemic critique of such modernist formalism can be found in Peter Bürger’s theoretical and critical study,  Theory of the Avant-Garde (1974). Bürger argues that the modern understanding of artistic “autonomy” is both historically limited and historically limiting. He proposes instead the importance of thinking about artistic practice in relation to the changing nature of art as a social institution, and also insists on the necessity of re-integrating art and life in artistic practice and criticism.
	The novels discussed in this chapter do not in fact take a consistent approach to this question of the formal autonomy of the artwork within modernism.  Some of the novelists discussed, such as Virginia Woolf, Dorothy Richardson, or May Sinclair, were reflective theorists of the nature of modernist fiction and sought in their novels to generate moments of subjective complexity and intensity as well as structures of coherence and integrity that might well be the basis of an argument about the autonomy of the aesthetic. Other novelists discussed below are, however, much more significantly focussed on the capacity of the novel to generate subjective identifications and sympathies, or to locate individual experience within a coherent historical narrative framework. Thus the autonomy of the aesthetic forms a much less compelling dimension of their texts. 
	For none of the novelists discussed, however, does any commitment to the autonomy of the aesthetic suggest that the novel cannot also capture the complexities of social change or question the nature of modern subjectivity. Indeed the question of subjectivity, and in particular female subjectivity, is key to all the novels discussed, and it is seen as a profoundly social and historical question. This shared interest in changing modes of subjectivity in these novels in fact generates a focus on a rather different understanding of the nature of “autonomy”, which relates more to the freedom of the individual than to the freedom of the artistic text.
	Understood as a political or philosophical term, “autonomy” refers to the idea of self-government, and relies on the idea of the individual as a rational being who is able to make free and unforced choices. This powerfully influential political meaning of  “autonomy” continually troubles modernist literary texts, which so frequently stage a battle between the power and integrity of the individual and the consolations (or perhaps the risks) of the collective or the social. One might think, for example, of the prominence of the figure of flâneur within modernist literature: the individual who walks through the urban environment both aggressively separate from and deeply fascinated by and implicated in the movement of the urban crowd.​[2]​ For the early twentieth-century critic Walter Benjamin, this flâneur figure embodies a new mode of modern subjectivity that is a constant dialectic between the heroic assertion of individual autonomy and the seductive, but threatening, immersion in the crowd.​[3]​ “Autonomy” for this modernist protagonist of the urban streets can never be an achieved state, but is rather an ambiguous, sometimes desirable but never fully attainable process, particularly for women whose relation to political identity and to public space are both so different from those of men in the period. As we shall see below, women did not have same legal status as men in this period in relation either to the ownership of property or to participation in the political process.  “Autonomy’ may thus have been, and indeed was, an aspiration for many women, but it was not an achieved state. Integrity, individuality and autonomy are in constant tension with more communal or collective forms of subjectivity within modernist fiction.  The forceful claims of Egotism that underpin modernism’s most distinctive aspirations to innovate​[4]​ are always caught within the languages of sacrifice and of duty, or of the social and the familial, with which modernist novels are haunted. 

Marriage and the possibility of autonomy:
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries, the institution of marriage underwent significant reform in all Western states, mostly focussed on men and women’s respective rights to property and on the possibility of divorce. Historians have argued that whereas in the early eighteenth century middle-class women were vital players in social and economic activity that was typically organised round the family, by the nineteenth century the “separation of spheres” between work and the home left women less prominent in terms of economic activity and more closely aligned to the domestic, so that “by the 1830s and 1840s (…) gainful employment for ladies was widely denounced’.​[5]​ This also meant that women’s rights within marriage became increasingly important as a way of mitigating the marginal economic situation they typically occupied.
	Legislative changes in the second half of the nineteenth century enhanced to some extent the economic rights of married women. In Great Britain, for example, the Married Women’s Property Act of 1882 was “arguably the single most important change in the legal status of women in the nineteenth century, and gave them the legal capacity to act as autonomous economic agents”.​[6]​ However, as the Encyclopedia Britannica of 1911 notes, the rights of men and women were very far from equal at the beginning of the twentieth century: “a husband could obtain a divorce for the adultery of his wife, while a wife could only obtain it if her husband’s adultery were coupled with cruelty or desertion”, and the author goes on also to note that in the event of divorce, custody of any children was inevitably given to the father.
	Such inequalities were of course contested, and further legislation followed that brought greater equality of rights to men and women in many different countries over the following decades.  Marriage reformers in the period did not, however, focus simply on legal rights. Marie Stopes’s bestselling Married Love (1918) focussed, controversially on techniques of birth control and on the importance of a fulfilling sexual relationship between husband and wife for a fulfilled marriage.​[7]​  As Stopes wrote in the Preface to Married Love, “its object is to increase the joys of marriage, and to show how much sorrow may be avoided”. 
	Stopes’s pragmatic approach to the enhancement fulfilment within marriage could not, however, overcome the profound antipathy towards the institution found in some texts of the early twentieth century. A more radical denunciation of the institution of marriage can be found, for example, in the  “Feminist Manifesto”, written by the poet and artist Mina Loy in 1914. Loy’s polemical and challenging text suggests that the institution of marriage is central to women’s oppression because it limits their economic as well as their sexual freedom. Loy insists that women must understand that “as conditions are at present constituted – you have the choice between Parasitism & Prostitution – or Negation”.​[8]​  Each of these terms resonates with key philosophical and political debates of the period concerning subjective identity and political agency, and the logic of Loy’s argument would certainly be to deny even the possibility of women’s achieving an autonomous selfhood within the institution of marriage.  Yet Loy also argues passionately for the importance of maternity to the realisation of women’s individuality, and indeed to the realization of “her race” (93). Loy writes that, “each child of a superior woman should be the result of a definite period of psychic development in her life -- & not necessarily of a possible irksome & outworn continuance of an alliance” (93), setting up the dichotomy between the desire to bear children and the adequacy of marriage as a means to enable this end that will emerge across novels of the period.
	
Marriage, autonomy and the novel:
The particular capacity on the novel as a genre to explore the complex constitution of selfhood as well as the experience of historical change and development  has long been noted. The subtleties of the novel’s handling of narrative point of view, and the structured and complex experience of temporality within the novel, mean that is has an unusual capacity to construct distinct and opposing subjectivities and to place these within a tightly defined historical and social framework. The interaction of self and circumstance is indeed a theme that is integral to the development of the novel as a genre. Given the significant changes and tensions outlined above with in the institution of marriage,  and the increasing pressure towards more independent modes of subjectivity for women in the early years of the twentieth century, it is perhaps unsurprising that we find so many novels of the period concerned to represent the dilemmas of the married woman. The form of the novel seems to offer the possibility of representing an achieved individuality, but the psychological, social and economic constraints within marriage as an institution seemed for many novelists substantially to thwart this possibility.  The novel thus becomes a privileged site for the exploration of the tensions between marriage as a social institution and autonomy as a desired state of separation and achieved individuality in the early years of the twentieth century.	
	Such tension between the institution of marriage and the aspiration towards a fully realised selfhood forms a crucial part of the narrative structure of May Sinclair’s novel, The Helpmate (1907).  The title refers, ironically, to the idea of marriage as a mutually beneficial state of support and friendship. The marriage that is closely scrutinised in the novel is that between Walter Majendie, a businessman, and his wife, Anne, to whom we are first introduced simply as “Mrs Walter Majendie” (1). 
	The marriage is not a happy one. Anne discovers soon after marrying him that her husband had previously had an affair. Her reaction is both to surrender to the fact of marriage but simultaneously to withdraw into an intense separation from her husband. She feels a revulsion and hatred of her own body, which has become inseparable from the shame she attributes to her husband, but she also determines that “the surrender [to marriage] would be a martyrdom. She was called upon to lay down her will” (18).  Anne thus reacts to the news of her husband’s earlier sexual relationship with a kind of passivity and denegation, but at the same time she insists that it is not for her to “subdue the deep repugnance of her soul” (18).
	The novel becomes increasingly melodramatic in its narrative and in its style as it heightens the tensions generated by guilt, passivity and aggression within the marriage. Walter asks rhetorically at one point, “was that being a good wife to him? To divorce her soul, her best self, from him?” (45), and the choice of the verb “divorce” makes it clear that the institution of marriage is what is at stake here for Walter, as well as for May Sinclair. Towards the end of the novel, Walter blames his wife and his marriage for his own subjective dissolution and fragmentation: “And it was she, the helpmate, she who should have kept him whole, who had caused him to be thus sundered from himself and her” (319). 
	This doomed marriage, haunted by guilt, and only very fleetingly touched by desire, leaves both Walter and Anne diminished, ill, and unable to achieve any sense of worth or meaning in their lives. Anne is represented as experiencing intense desire only at one moment. This desire is generated by the sensation of holding an infant close to her breast, “the deep feeling and enchantment of the woods was upon her” (111) and it leads to a sexual coupling with her husband, and to pregnancy. That the sexual relationship between the couple should be so strangely mediated, and that the child of that union should later die when Walter is away from home and with his new mistress, it typical of the novel’s ultimate perversity. The novel draws to an end, in a surely conscious echo of the more uncomfortable aspects of the ending of Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre (1847), with Anne assuming all the guilt for the marriage’s failure and pledging to care for her husband, now “paralysed down the right side” (413). In the last few pages, a reconciliation is imagined, with Walter recovering his faculties and Anne insisting that she had “sinned against my husband more than he had ever sinned against me” (437). But the concluding paragraph of the novel, in which “Her drenched eyelids felt his lips upon them. They opened; and in her eyes he saw love risen to immortality through mortal tears” (438), renders Anne’s subjectivity chillingly absent. The metonymy that figures Anne through her drenched eyelids offers no viable sense of autonomous selfhood, but rather leaves the bitter taste of mortal tears on which the reader is left to ponder.
	Elizabeth Von Arnim’s novel, The Pastor’s Wife (1914) focuses on the experiences of a young English woman, Ingeborg Bullivant and in particular on her marriage to a rather lugubrious German pastor, Robert Dremmel. The novel begins with Ingeborg in ecstatic mood, experiencing both liberty and autonomy: 
She was in this exalted mood … feeling the relish of life, the tang of it … And the beauty of it, the beauty of it, she thought. She would not have been surprised if sparks had come crackling out of the tips of her sober gloves… for the first time in her life of twenty-two years she was alone. (2)
The ecstasy is partly due to the fact that she has just been cured of an intense toothache, but it is overwhelmingly generated by the sensation of leaving her family and travelling through the urban environment alone. On an impulse she sets off of a journey to Lucerne, during which she meets Robert Dremmel.  Dremmel is a man more interested in agriculture, and specifically in the properties of manure and of soil, than in romance.  After only thirty pages, Ingeborg has agreed to marry him, largely because he scares her with images of her otherwise likely future where she would “remain with your father and solidify into yet one more frostbitten virgin”. (38)
	Ingeborg’s enclosure within powerful patriarchal structures is rendered clearly throughout the novel; and her move from the judgemental and unloving care of her clerical father at the beginning of the novel to the judgemental and unloving household of her clerical husband makes the power of this structure very clear. The moment of bliss with which the novel opens is cruelly brief, and Ingeborg’s capacity for autonomous judgement and actions is undermined at every narrative turn. As soon as Ingeborg becomes engaged, “she felt engulfed” (56) and also “felt she must be disappearing altogether” (62).
	Ingeborg’s own mother, it transpires, had surrendered all autonomy on marriage and slipped into the status of a perpetual semi-invalid: “Ingeborg’s mother had found the sofa as other people find salvation. She was not ill. She had simply discovered in it a refuge”. (71) The narrator does not tell us why Ingeborg’s mother needed to be saved, and from whom she sought refuge, but the novel suggest strongly that it was both Ingeborg’s father and the broader requirements of bourgeois marriage that threatened her. 
	Ingeborg’s own husband seems to offer her no erotic or romantic excitement. We are told that Ingeborg “had not yet acquired, in spite of his assurances that she undoubtedly would, any real enthusiasm for embracings”. (125). Robert’s extraordinary self-absorption and his fascination with his work rather than his wife are reminiscent of Casaubon in  George Eliot’s Middlemarch, but Ingeborg has little of Dorothea’s quiet heroism.  
Ingeborg’s one rebellion is to be found in her friendship with an English artist, Edward Ingram. She tells Ingram that she is happy in her marriage, which produces in her “a very placid and restful state” (372). But Ingram quickly dismisses such a version of marriage as destructive, as representing “Negation. Death” (372) Yet Ingram, like Dremmel, is represented as simply another figure seeking to control Ingeborg for his own satisfaction. He insists she come to Italy with him so that he can paint her, and the narrative voice remarks ironically that Ingram believes not only that he must make sacrifices for his art “but other people were bound to give up everything too” (376). He persuades Ingeborg that he is dependent on her, and thus locks her into yet pattern of self-negation.  	Ingram’s later and inevitable attempt to seduce her echoes her husband’s earlier marriage proposal, and produces in Ingeborg a similar state of detachment from her self: “she watched him kissing her hand as though it did not belong to her” (457).  Ingeborg finally returns to her husband, who has barely noticed her absence, and the novel concludes with the devastating observations that “Herr Dremmel went on writing. He had forgotten Ingeborg” (484).
The Pastor’ Wife constructs within its narrative form the experiences of repetition, frustration, and negation that characterise the protagonist’s marriage and, the novel implies, the institution of marriage more broadly. The momentary glimpses of excitement and autonomy experienced by Ingeborg give way almost farcically quickly to routine and to repetition, both thematically and linguistically. The novel deploys free indirect discourse to render the texture of Ingeborg’s subjectivity without ever fully realising it or giving to her the benefit of self-knowledge. Ingeborg is controlled, deluded, frustrated and, in the end, forgotten.
	Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway explores the internal and external lives of a range of interconnected characters in the course of one day. The structure of the novel is episodic, as its focus moves continuously between the actions, thoughts and memories of different characters, but it also has a formal integrity created by the regular rhythm of the day. Mrs Dalloway deploys free indirect discourse to capture the integrity and individuality of each character’s mode of speech and thought while also generating the unifying possibility of a narrative discourse that can encompass all these different voices and perspectives. The connections between the different characters in the novel range from the intimate and familial, to the casual, and even to the metaphorical. Mrs Dalloway’s daughter and her husband as well as an ex-lover are important to the narrative, but so too are the people she passes in the street or buys flowers from. 
	Arguably the most important relationship the novel creates for Mrs Dalloway is with a character she never even meets: Septimus Warren Smith who is a shell-shocked survivor of the First World War. The novel constantly connects Septimus Warren Smith and Clarissa Dalloway through association of images, accidents of co-location, and moral and narrative comparisons, despite the fact that they inhabit worlds that are radically distinct in terms of class, gender, and experience and that they never actually meet.  This is achieved so compellingly that by the end of the novel Septimus Warren Smith’s suicide can even be read as a sacrifice for Mrs Dalloway: his fragility brings about his destruction so that hers does not have to:
This life, to be lived to the end, to be walked with serenely; there was in the depths of her heart an awful fear. Even now, quite often if Richard had not been there reading The Times, so that she could crouch like a bird and gradually revive, send roaring up that immeasurable delight, rubbing stick to stick, one thing with another, she must have perished. She had escaped. But that young man had killed himself. (242)
Mrs’s Dalloway’s overcoming of fear, and thus her evading of death, are bound up with the everyday behaviours of her husband Richard, reading The Times. But they also derive from the “immeasurable delight” that is generated by the fact of friction or tension between two beings: stick rubbed against stick or one thing rubbed against another. She survives because Septimus did not, because life consists of more than one object and more that one subject, and also because the routines of the domestic and the familial offer her a space in which she can crouch and “gradually revive”.
	This sense of Mrs Dalloway’s subjective fragility recurs throughout the novel, and is closely connected to her mapping of her familial and broader affective life. At the beginning of the novel, Mrs Dalloway is reflecting on her relationship with Peter, whose offer of marriage she declined in her youth, and on the condition of her marriage to Richard:
For in marriage a little licence, a little independence there must be between people living together day in day out in the same house; which Richard gave her and she him. … But with Peter everything had to be shared; everything gone into. And it was intolerable, and when it came to that scene in the little garden by the fountain, she had to break with him or they would have been destroyed, both of them ruined, she was convinced. (9)
Married life is apparently tolerable for her because it leaves “a little independence” while her relationship with Peter was a kind of subjective obliteration. The view seems definite and certain, but the power of that image of the garden and the fountain suggests something else, as desire comes bubbling up to disturb her certainties.
	The independence that marriage to Richard apparently offers Mrs Dalloway does not, however, amount to autonomy. A little later in the novel she reflects on “this being Mrs Richard Dalloway” (13), noting that “she had the oddest sense of being invisible; unseen; unknown” (13).  In this moment she feels that she is no longer herself, no longer “Clarissa”, but rather a kind of cipher of her husband’s social being.  Peter will later endorse this sense that in marrying Clarissa has lost something of herself, as he angrily watches her sitting mending a dress: “growing more and more irritated, more and more agitated, for there’s nothing in the world so bad for some women as marriage, he thought” (53).
	The sense that the “independence” Clarissa values in her marriage has been bought at a high price emerges repeatedly throughout the novel.  Clarissa sleeps alone in a narrow bed: “ the sheets were clean, tight, stretched in a broad white band from side to side. Narrower and narrower would her bed be.” (40) Richard had decided that she should sleep alone following a period of illness, and now she regularly sits up alone reading in her bed and waiting to hear his return.  She sees this separation and isolation as a failure: “She could see what she lacked. … It was something central which permeated; something warm which broke up surfaces and rippled the cold contact of man and woman, or of women together.” (40) The desire she has suppressed in achieving her married state of separation and independence is expressed repeatedly throughout the novel in the form of powerfully sensuous memories and moments of profound intensity: “Then, for that moment, she had seen an illumination; a match burning in a crocus; an inner meaning almost expressed.” (41).
	But for Mrs Dalloway such full expression of inner meaning is never in fact possible. She moves between blankness, banality, loss, intensity, desire and frank perplexity and never arrives at a moment of achieved selfhood.  Looking at Peter she is suddenly overwhelmed by the belief that “If I had married him, this gaiety would have been mine all day” (60) but this is not an insight in which the reader can have substantial confidence. We have observed Peter endlessly playing with his penknife in a ritual of suppressed violence; we know that he will follow a young woman secretly through the streets, and we cannot really believe that perpetual gaiety would have been Clarissa’s lot. 
	The novel culminates in a party given by Mrs Dalloway, at which many of the characters who have populated the novel through memory or anecdote come together. The party is in some sense Mrs Dalloway’s creative legacy, the thing she has worked on to give shape and meaning to the day. But the novel leaves the reader less than confident that this creative impulse amounts to the creation of an autonomous selfhood. Certainly, the last paragraph of the novel contains only the succinct and memorable phrase, “For there she was” (255), and we might wish to read this as the triumphant assertion of Mrs Dalloway’s autonomous selfhood. But the deployment of free indirect discourse leaves the reader unable to determine whose judgement this in fact is. It could be the voice of a narrator establishing an achieved vision and a fulfilled characterisation. But it could also be the voice of Peter, who in the preceding paragraphs had experienced his own moment of ecstasy and of terror, asking “what is it that fills me with extraordinary excitement?” and concluding, “It is Clarissa” (255).  Thus the moment of finality is not what it might seem: it is someone else’s epiphany, which Mrs Dalloway may have provoked but in which she cannot, surely, be said to be fully realised. She remains at the end of the novel not fully present, a reminder perhaps of the limitations of being Mrs Richard Dalloway. 

Representation and the Suffrage Movement:
The formal capacity of the novel to “represent” both social structures and subjective realities has been a key concern of critics and readers of the genre from its beginnings. But “representation” is not of course simply an artistic concept; it also brings with it a series of political questions about power, agency and legitimacy. As representative structures of democracy became increasingly widespread in a wide range of countries from the mid-nineteenth century, the specific question of women’s political representation also became more pressing, and this led to a series of campaigns internationally for women’s suffrage. In Great Britain, for example, such campaigns took the form of a mixture of parliamentary and extra-parliamentary activism from the mid-nineteenth century until women were eventually granted the vote on the same basis as men in 1928.  From the early-twentieth century, the British ‘suffragettes’ deployed confrontational forms of political campaigning including demonstrations, huger strikes, vandalism of property and hunger strikes in order to advance the cause of votes for women.  
	The campaign for women’s suffrage is represented in a wide range of novels of the first decades of the twentieth century. The involvement of a character in political activism within the suffrage movement can be a way for a novelist to mark this character as “modern”, typically understood as someone who challenges family structures and inherited social roles. Suffrage activism is also frequently figured as a rite of passage, a moment in the development of one or more characters where choices become particularly acute and consequences unusually stark. In relation to the question of autonomy, however, the suffrage activist poses some particularly interesting questions within the modernist novel. She, for the emphasis is normally on women activists, is someone who aspires to freedom, to self-determination, to economic self-sufficiency, and to political agency, but who also seeks immersion in, and identification with, the collective social and political movement of suffrage activism.  This desire for autonomy and simultaneous fascination with collectivism constitutes an organizing thematic and narrative tension within many modernist novels. The remainder of this chapter will consider the handling of this tension within three novels, and will also examine the extent to which a narrative or psychological space “beyond autonomy” is realised within these novels.
	 The Convert  by Elizabeth Robins (1907)​[9]​ opens with its heroine, Vida Levering, expressing contempt for the narrow and shallow social world in which she finds herself: "All the women (…) are trying with might and main to amuse the men, and all the men are more or less permitting the women to succeed"' (28). These men and women are represented as discussing the suffrage movement in very negative terms, condemning for example “an ignorant little factory girl presuming to stand up in public and interrupt a speech by a minister of the Crown"' (67). Despite being exposed to such hostile images of the suffrage movement, Vida decides to attend a suffrage meeting. This decision triggers a series of encounters that lead Vida far from the social milieu of the novel’s opening and towards a series of new, partial and competing identities.	
	At one point in the novel Vida meets a suffrage activist, and questions her closely about the mechanism by which she managed to align herself with the collective movement of suffragism:  “One of the things I wanted to know, if you don't mind -- how you came to be identified with the movement”(184). The question of identification remains important to Vida: as part of her own identification with suffrage activism she decides to dress as a poor woman and deliberately expose herself to the social and sexual vulnerabilities this implies.
	The novel then reveals that Vida has not always inhabited the shallow comfortable world in which the reader first encounters her. She had been forced to leave her parental home following a scandal. Without any training or appropriate education she had struggled to earn her living alone: “Some girls think it hardship to have to earn their living. The horror is not to be allowed to” (265).  Vida’s status as ‘modern’ woman here achieves an additional twist, as her aspiration to economic freedom is added to her involvement in the suffrage movement.  The vulnerabilities to which these modern aspirations expose her are revealed as we learn that she had in the past been seduced and then abandoned by an apparently reliable friend. 
	The complex interrelations between economic freedom, political freedom and sexual freedom are constantly mapped within The Convert onto ideas of danger, loss and loneliness.  The novel ends with Vida sacrificing one form of personal happiness and arguing instead for a fuller sense of realisation through participation in collective struggle:
She stood staring out into the void. “One woman's mishap – what is that? A thing as trivial to the great world as it's sordid in most eyes. But the time has come when a woman may look about her and say, What general significance has my secret pain? Does it ‘join on’ to anything? And I find it does. I'm no longer simply a woman who has stumbled on the way.” With difficulty she controlled the shake in her voice. 'I'm one who has got up bruised and bleeding, wiped the dust from her hands and the tears from her face – and said to herself not merely: Here's one luckless woman! but – here is a stone of stumbling to many. Let's see if it can't be moved out of other women's way. And she calls people to come and help. No mortal man, let alone a woman, by herself, can move that rock of offence. But,' she ended with a sudden sombre flare of enthusiasm, 'if many help, Geoffrey, the thing can be done.' (348)
The triumphal tone of this ending is palpable, and indeed constitutes an interesting challenge to the adequacy of the novel it concludes. If “one woman’s mishap” has no fundamental significance then this must surely cast some retrospective doubt over the aspiration of The Convert to use Vida’s personal experience as a way to represent the struggles and the experiences of the modern woman.  The triumphalism is also, however, undercut by many aspects of this concluding paragraph.  We note that Vida is staring into the void, that her voice is shaking, that her pain is palpable, and also that the victory of the collective is only at the end a possibility: “the thing can be done”.   It is, at best, a partial victory. 
	The questions of whether “the thing can be done” is also central to H.G. Wells’s novel Ann Veronica (1909). This novel focuses on the aspirations of its central character, Ann Veronica Stanley, to achieve economic, social and sexual freedom.  It is organized both literally and metaphorically as a journey towards self-realization, beginning with Ann Veronica’s complete immersion in the stifling embrace of her family, moving through chapters named “the Crisis” in which she leaves home to live alone in London; “ideals and reality” and “biology” in which both abstract ideas and pressing desires are reflected on, through “discords”, “the suffragettes’ and “thoughts in prison” during which her principles are sorely tested; and then on to “the mountains’ where she experiences passion and pleasure; concluding with a chapter entitled “in perspective” where she is both happily married and pregnant.
	Discussing Wells as a “modernist” novelist is perhaps surprising, as his interest in the novel as a genre is much more powerfully connected to the ideas the genre can set in play than to the innovations of the means it can deploy to do so.  Although Wells’s own scientific background led him to see in the novel the potential for staging experiments in human and social development, this was more closely related to Zola’s naturalism, with its aspiration to deploy “the application of the experimental method to the study of nature and of men”​[10]​ than to the formal experimentalism associated with modernist novelists such as Virginia Woolf, Dorothy Richardson or James Joyce. 
	In looking at the interaction of modern social and psychological experiences and modernist fiction however, Wells’s fiction raises some interesting questions.  Wells’s own biography connects him to some of the most important modern writers of the period. His many affairs included, for example, relationships with Elizabeth von Arnim, with Rebecca West and with Dorothy Richardson (who introduced Hypo Wilson, a character very closely based on Wells, into her thirteen-volume novel series Pilgrimage published between 1915 and 1967), and his friends included Elizabeth Robins. But the conversation between Wells and the developing modernist novel is not simply biographical. In Ann Veronica he uses the temporal and thematic resources of the novel to explore the subjective and social strands that will knot together to construct a particular kind of modern subjectivity.
	In this experiment, Ann Veronica’s involvement in the suffrage movement, and her associated imprisonment, play a particularly important role. Ann Veronica’s decision to become involved in political activism follows on directly from her financial and ultimately sexual entanglement with an older man, and her discovery that the man with whom she is in love is actually married, though separated from his wife: 
“There is only one way out of all this,” said Ann Veronica, sitting up in her little bed in the darkness and biting at her nails.
    “I thought I was just up against Morningside Park and father, but it is the whole order of things – the whole blessed order of things….”​[11]​
She comes to the view that the present generation of women must sacrifice their own interests in order to create the conditions of freedom in the future, “there must be a generation or martyrs” (182). The sacrifice she imagines includes sacrificing the possibility of sexual fulfillment, which is for Ann Veronica as this stage simply another form of “slavery” (182).  She thus presents herself at the headquarters of branch of the suffrage movement, declaring “I would like to go to prison” (184).
	The representation of the other suffrage activists that follows is far from positive, a fact for which Wells has been widely criticized. They are represented as fanatical, and irrational, and potentially as dangerous. One of the leaders of the movement, Kitty Brett, is “aggressive and disagreeable” as well as “a person of amazing persuasive power” who is “about as capable of argument as a runaway steam-roller” (186). Ann Veronica is enthused by the possibilities of the suffrage movement, aspires to mingle with “the stream of history” (190) and joins in an attempt to storm the Houses of Parliament. She experiences “the wildest exhilaration” (191), which quickly gives way to disgust and terror as she is manhandled and the arrested by the police. She finds herself in prison where “she meditated profoundly through several enormous cold hours on all that had happened and all that she had done since the swirl of the suffrage movement had submerged her personal affairs….” (196).
	Anne Veronica’s period in prison sees her question her identity and her future aspirations, “What am I? What have I got to do with myself?” (201).  This reflection leads almost immediately to “a phase of violent reaction against the suffrage movement” (203). She concludes that she cannot feel any strong sense of belonging to the suffrage movement because it is based on an antipathy to men she does not share. But she also repudiates the stronger forms of egotism of which she feels she has been guilty, moving instead towards the “idea of self-sacrifice” (105), understood not as a loss of negation of selfhood, but rather on an acceptance of her self as social. This conclusion leads her to reconciliation with her family, and to period of engagement to a well-meaning “civil servant of some standing” (40).
	But this persona of self-sacrificing “compromise and kindness’ (206) proves unsustainable for Ann Veronica.  She withdraws from her engagement and begins a passionate affair with the married man with whom she has long been in love. She articulates her desire strongly and confidently, facing up to the potential consequences of the scandal that will follow. The sacrifice of passion is one she accepts, “I want to give myself to you” (250),  yet she also aspires to maintain her intellectual integrity and autonomy, and “not to be drowned in the sea of emotions that threatened to submerge her intellectual being” (255). 
	Is such a yoking of intellectual freedom and passionate renunciation of the self possible?  The novel’s ending makes this far from clear.  In the final chapter, Ann Veronica is married to her lover and pregnant with his child, and expecting a social visit from her father and her uncle.  It does not appear that she is employed, there is no reference to any life she might have beyond the domestic sphere, and during the dinner she is not part of any of the intellectual conversations that take place between her husband and her father. Her own conclusion is distinctly melancholy, “the great time is over, and I have to go carefully and bear children’ (291), and the novel’s conclusion sees Ann Veronica in tears, and describing herself as a “silly woman” (292).
	May Sinclair also uses engagement in the suffrage movement to stage questions of autonomous selfhood obe of the characters in her novel The Tree of Heaven (1917).  This novel is divided in to three sections: Peace; The Vortex; and Victory. ‘Peace’ is expressed through the domestic life of the Harrison family, who live by Hampstead Heath in London, before the outbreak of the First World War: “the house belonged to the Heath and the open country … It was lifted high above the town; shut in; utterly secluded.”​[12]​ 
	The Vortex begins in 1910. Dorothy Harrison has just graduated from Cambridge University with a first-class degree in Economics, and is hosting a suffrage meeting in the family home. Dorothy’s response to the meeting is one of intellectual frustration, as she repeatedly asks for clarifications of arguments and of positions held by suffrage activists: “you must get it straight” (93); “you really are getting a bit mixed” (95). She watches with horror as her friend is drawn into the emotional pull of the arguments and the occasion:
It was Rosalind, not Dorothy, who had been caught and sucked down into the swirl. She whirled in it now, and would go on whirling, under the impression that her movements made it move.
		The Vortex fascinated Dorothy even while she resisted it. … For Dorothy was afraid of the Feminist Vortex … she was afraid of the herded women. She disliked the excited faces, and the high voices skirling their battle-cries, and the silly business of committees, and the platform slang. She was sick and shy before the tremor and the surge of collective feeling. (99-100)
Despite this visceral repudiation of collective feeling, Dorothy does in fact find herself involved in a suffrage action and arrested. She insists that her behavior was a rational response to circumstances, “I wasn’t excited or carried away in the least” (166). In prison, like Ann Veronica, she finds a place of curious repose and contemplation, “her white-washed prison-cell, its hardness, its nakedness, its quiet its visionary peace” (171), which stands in stark contrast to the terrifying energies and demands of the crowd who turn out to celebrate her release: “the soul of the crowd in the hail below her swelled and heaved itself towards her, drawn by the Vortex” (171).
	Dorothy assets the power of her own will against the crowd, “she saved her soul, it stood firm again; she was clear and hard and sane” (172). But the forces unleashed with The Vortex merely prefigure those far more deadly collective energies that will be unleashed in the final section of the novel that deals with the First World War. Against Dorothy’s apparently confident claiming of the integrity of her soul in the face of the furious currents of collective identity that characterize her involvement with the suffrage movements we must, however, also set the observation made to Dorothy by her mother in the concluding pages of the novel: “It’s you I’m sorriest for. You’ve had nothing. From beginning to end you had nothing” (303). If this is what lies “beyond autonomy” it has more than a hint of negation.
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